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Binar Academy

We are the pioneer of digital talent
factory and a one-stop solution for
digital transformation and talent
development in Indonesia
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Binar Academy

Vision

Unlocking and channeling human
potential to make the world a better place
Mission

• Unlocking humans’ innate potentials to be the best version
of themselves through Educational Programs

• Channeling humans’ potentials to impactful opportunities
through automated Job Connector
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Binar Academy

The Story of Mistra
His Dreams and Resilience
Mistra is a student at Binar Academy. He is a hero and a hard
worker who dreams to build an e-library for schools in his
hometown village.
To make his dream come true, he dared himself to come to Jogja
with almost no money and no relatives to fall back on to. Mistra
believes that when one stops learning, that’s when he/she turns
stupid.
Binar Academy wants to spread that spirit of learning to people
like Mistra and give birth to generations of leaders that can give
social impact to the communities through technology.
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Binar Academy

What We Do

ACADEMY
FOR BUSINESS

BINAR TALENT
SOLUTIONS

1. Help companies to scale up the
business by developing digital app
and managing the tech team.
2. Encouraging companies to invest
on people

BINAR DTX

1. Advising private sector to
transform digitally
2. Changing culture & human capital
mindset from the inside
3. Building tangible output and
products
4. Implementing Agile & Scrum to all
of the work stream top to down,
left to right.

(DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
SERVICES)
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Give opportunity to everyone who
aspire to be the next leaders in the IT
industry

Binar Academy

BINAR TALENT
SOLUTIONS
We solve your needs of tech engineers for the tech challenges
ahead in an ever-changing digital landscape. We provide a
wide range of tech talents; ranging from Full-stack web
engineer to Android developer. We have every tech engineers
you need, you name it.
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Our talents are trained in new digital approaches and
methodologies to ensure their success when facing digital
challenges. Here’s how they can join our partners:

Binar Academy

What We Deliver

Internship
Value Propositions
● Provides fresh graduates who can
help increase your team’s
productivity with efﬁcient budget

Beneﬁts
● Supporting your employer
branding and boosting your
company value

Pricing
● Daily allowance
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Freelance
Value Propositions
● Provides passionate freelancers
who are looking for a project based
or short terms jobs.

Beneﬁts
● Choose freelancers and
negotiate terms & conditions
directly with talents

Pricing
● 20% fee received by
freelancers

Full-time Hiring
Value Propositions
● Provides talents who are ready to be
committed with the employers’ vision
and mission in the long term

Beneﬁts
● Fully committed to your company
future digital transformation
● Able to work according to your
company rules and regulations

Pricing
● One time fee

Outsource
Value Propositions
● All inclusive, no hassle model that
provides talents and takes care of
the compensation beneﬁts, devices
and taxes

Beneﬁts
● Easier for your company
bureaucracy
● We provide a place for remote
working

Pricing
● Monthly fee
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What Differentiates
Us

Unlike any other, we have our own academy which in turn enables
us to guarantee the talents that we provide. No need to worry,
we’re giving you the best digital talent there is. We’re not giving you
a mere programmer, we ensure your company's future in the digital
landscape. We’re going to help you scale up the business by
managing your tech team.
We revolutionize 3 key aspects of learning:
●
●
●

Learning tools for personalization
Learning contents gamiﬁed
Content delivery method with brain based development

The method has been proven to shape people into life-long
learner — the quality required to strive in this ever-changing
digital industry.
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Binar Academy

Available Positions
iOS developer

Full-stack developer

React native developer

UI/UX designer

QA engineer

Android developer

Frontend web developer

DevOps engineer

Backend developer

Product Manager

Experience level:
Junior
6 mo. to 3 years exp
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Senior
4+ years exp
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Our Talents’
Capabilities
Frontend developer

VueJS | ReactJS | AngularJS | CSS

Backend developer

Golang | NodeJS | Java | PHP (Laravel)

Android developer

Kotlin | Java (mobile) | React native | Flutter

iOS developer

Swift | React native | Flutter

QA engineer

Appium | Katalon | Selenium | Kakao | Espresso

DevOps engineer

Kubernetes | CI/CD Docker & Jenkins | Ansible |
Elasticstack

UI/UX designer

Sketch | Adobe XD | Illustrator | Balsamiq

Product Manager

Jira | Trello | Google suite | Asana | Scrum Methodology
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Featured Talents

We have more than a hundred of young promising digital talents for your
every digital needs. We understand that in this disruptive era every
company needs to stay relevant to their consumer through digital
innovation. Here are some of them.

"I enrolled to Binar not only to develop
mobile apps, but also to develop myself.
Thanks to Binar, I was able to validate
theories that I got from campus and turned
them into actual things. It opened new
perspective on UI/UX design, I could
understand people better, especially the
developers who work with me. Shortly after
graduating from Binar, I took the
opportunity from Binar Talent Solutions to
work in Fintax, one of Binar’s partners.
Joining growth-driven environment is fun, I
can professionally improve myself better."

“I would like to seek new
experience and challenge, that’s
why I joined Binar. Back in the
days when I was in academy, I
learnt a lot about frontend
engineering using VueJS
framework and the simulation
project. Now I’m already
graduate, I want to gain more
practical experience and to
devote myself to society by
developing impactful apps for
others.”

Harista Sriwahyuni
Batch 6 - UI/UX Designer

Kiky Triansyah
Batch 8 - Frontend Engineer

Product Manager Mamikos

Mobile Engineer - Mola TV
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Our recent partners

Binar Academy

Partners’ testimonies

“As startups, we would like to focus more on building
the product, instead of trying to hire the right team.”

“All the talent that I hired from Binar always show
good behaviour.”

Working with Binar, it deﬁnitely helped us in ﬁnding the
right mix of skills, experience, and attitude for our
team. We’ve been very happy with the quality of people
joining us from Binar and always looking for ways to
add more.

They are humble, always have a strong
passion to learn and smart. Those are the
main reasons why I keep coming to Binar if
I’m looking for talent.

Dickie Widjaja
Chief Information Ofﬁcer
Investree
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Rian Bastian
Chief Product Ofﬁcer
Sayurbox

“I had the pleasure of working with the Binar team on
an innovative project for our Asia Paciﬁc
Headquarters.”

“Binar Academy provided a great freelance tech
talent with strong knowledge and determination that
enabled our company to scale up further in the
Fintech landscape.”

I was impressed and inspired by the passion, creativity,
knowledge and dedication Nuri and the team showed
during the project. The end result exceeded our
expectations and I look forward to collaborating with
the Binar team on even bigger projects in the future.

Their freelance scheme has helped us immensely in
hiring the right talent in an easy way. It’s a pleasure to
work with Binar Academy because they share the
same attributes we value.

Adrian de Canha
Director of Sales & Account Management for
Indonesia, Philippines & Vietnam Lufthansa Systems

James Gillingham
Co Founder
Finxﬂo

Let’s discuss more:
cpramono@binar.co.id
+62 812-123-1097

